WELCOME
As I write, winter abates and the joys of
spring abound. Snow - and lots of it - still
mantles the peaks and high plains. It’s
been a bountiful year for the mountains
and catchments. Lucky are we, who work
in this place. Of course we know well
that this is likely to be a hiccup, this extra
snowpack a temporary contradiction to
the very real and building effect of climate
change. Given the immense challenges it
generates - reflected clearly in our local
patch here in the Australian high country we can be proud of the Alps Program.
The Program brilliantly demonstrates the potential of working co-operatively, supporting many projects each
year for the good of all. As an example,
one of the 19 or so projects which began
this year is based on the investigation into
the pathogen Phytophthora cambivora
which has appeared in the Main Range
of Kosciuszko. Until recently it was only
found at lower altitudes; is a warming
climate the cause? We wish good speed
to the NPWS team leading this investigation. And in the year ahead there is plenty
of opportunity for you to participate.
Alps funding for 2014-15 will see the
return of biennial workshops: a Field
Staff & Operations workshop (with a
water focus); the Australian Alps Walking
Track gathering; the Frontline Forum for
visitor service folk. The Alps Operation
Group will also again meet in Autumn. I
encourage you all to participate and enjoy
the opportunity to connect with your colleagues.
Andrew Nixon program manager & editor
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FERAL
HORSES
FROM
ABOVE

THE ALPS PROGRAM. WORKING TOGETHER BEYOND BORDERS.

The ongoing Feral Horse survey is proof that good data collection
underpins management of the Alps’ natural landscapes. Now in its fourth
reincarnation, it again uses a specific skill-set to bring home the numbers.
The methods may have been subtly polished since the first survey carried
out in 2001, but the aim is the same, to produce numbers which are as
accurate as possible.

Dave Bearup and Scott Seymour (NSW Parks aerial
technical specialists) prepare for another survey run;
they’re part of a skilled team gathering information to
better manage the Alp’s natural landscapes.

L-R: The team: Dave Bearup (ATS), Col De Pagter (pilot), Geoff Robertson, Scott Seymour
(NSW Parks), and Tim Greville (NSW summit ranger and air observer to the pilot).

Achieving this is a fine art – both in terms of the preparation prior to the flights, and in their execution.
Geoff Robertson, who has worked in and around feral horses with the NSW parks agency for many years,
explains the approach. “The time frame between surveys is deliberately large as this makes it easier
to spot trends. The grid flown by the aircraft is determined by a computer program to eliminate bias
and ensure the final estimate is as statistically robust as possible. A coin is tossed before each flight,
to determine where the two spotters will sit, which minimizes the bias from the observers, who might
have different abilities in spotting animals.” Clearly these, and many other steps along the way, are taken
seriously in the aim to produce high quality data upon which management decisions will be made in the
years to come.
With a plan in hand, a team of specialists is assembled to head up into the sky and start counting.
The transect locations are loaded into the helicopter’s GPS system. The pilot flies the helicopter along
the marked transects using the aircraft’s GPS while maintaining a set altitude (200’) and ground speed
(50 knots) throughout the counting phase. Another team member – often a local ranger with experience
of the terrain – undertakes the air observer role, spotting aerial hazards like birds and power lines before
they become an issue. The spotters - two aerial technical specialists - sit behind, and it’s their task to
record what they see. With two flights a day and roughly two hours in the air, it’s an intense day’s work.
“These people have been doing this for more than ten years – they’re highly experienced.” The aircraft
deployed on these surveys are fitted with horizontal side-poles, fitted and calibrated so that from each of
the spotters’ view-points, a strip of terrain 150 metres’ wide is visible. The width of the complete transect
(300 metres), along with the total length of the transects together make it possible to estimate the
number of horses per square kilometre. This figure is then multiplied by the size of the study area to provide the estimate of total horse abundance. The survey work is a co-operative effort: between the parks
agencies and the University of New England. Dr Stuart Cairns, lecturer in the School of Environmental
& Rural Science, has designed the survey and will also analyze the results and prepare a report on the
outcome. Says Geoff, “We have an interest in the numbers and trends in the feral horse population so
that we can make appropriate management decisions.”
			

LONDON
BRIDGE
IN THE
RAIN

Looking after places where people
lived past lives is a fascinating business and the Australian Alps is full of
these sites - Aboriginal and European.
Which is why there’s typically a strong
turn-out for workshops centred on
the subject, events which are hosted
by the Alps Program and managed
by agency staff across the Alps who
are keen to share their knowledge and
skills. Often this involves a group,
camping together on site as they work
together to give longevity to a hut. In
this format, it’s an incredibly enriching
hands-on activity, but that’s only part
of the picture.

Which is why hands-on skill workshops are interspersed with others that offer a broader view. The most
recent workshop, held at London Bridge Homestead (which is technically in the ACT) during April, offered an impressive range of information to an enthusiastic group of parks staff and volunteers. The only
downside was the unrelenting rain. Namadgi ranger Louisa Roberts describes a brilliantly organized
event, but sadly she couldn’t control the skies. “The weather was atrocious.” The location was perfect: an
ideal combination of indigenous sites and a sampler of European habitation, all easily accessed.
“The original homestead of stone and timber was built in the 1860s. It functioned until the 1970s
and over that time five different building styles were used: stonework, slab (1870), lath and plaster
(1890), weatherboard (1920) and a fibro annexe (1954). Everything is there in the one building reflecting the changes in availability and cost of labour and materials - all tidily accessible.” A close-by
woolshed and shearers quarters (complete with the luxury of toilets and hot showers) provided accommodation and a focal point – out of the rain – for presentations and after-dark gatherings. Catering was
also provided, though the rain did make it tricky for the caterers to conquer the road in, and there were
full bellies, good wine and company on both evenings when the information sharing continued on into
the night.
Looking back over the ground covered over those three days it’s extraordinary what was packed
in. With the theory behind managing cultural heritage sites scoped out early on the first day, the group
moved on to define and explore the indigenous sites close by within the London Bridge landscape.
Indigenous staff, representing local First People’s and indigenous people from elsewhere in the Alps,
shared their knowledge of the local sites as well as broad bush culture: stone tool making, rope crafting
and boomerangs. That night, out of the rain, after-dinner speaker Mathew Higgins described the epic
feats of three young men whose surveying efforts from 1910-1915, through difficult country, defined the
line on the map which we know as the border of the ACT.

Next day, it was out into the rain again to
wade across to the London Bridge Homestead.
Here the structure was mentally dissected and
various maintenance methods showcased:
fireproofing, stonework, wallpaper restoration,
carpentry, iron & wire and the importance of
record keeping. After lunch, a hands-on session
by craftsman Myles Gostelow not only covered all
the wonderful tools and methods, but showed how
resourceful past European settlers were in putting
a roof over their family’s heads. Says Louisa,
“Myles pointed out that some young bloke would
show up in the middle of the bush and have to
have enough innovative ability to build a house for
his wife. These people just had a go.”
That night the after-dinner experience was
focussed on the night skies and indigenous
astronomy. Despite the rain, Peter Darcy offered a
fascinating talk explaining how the skies and the
stories generated by the stars helped the Traditional Owners appreciate what was happening in
the landscape and make plans. For example, when
the celestial Emu is fully visible in April and May,
it appears to run like the terrestrial females who
chase mates during this time of year. The night
sky is reminding men on earth that this is a time
when Emu eggs can be found in the nests. And on
the final day, the group visited several project sites
where some tricky restorations had been made by
the experts. “One pise building with a dangerous
lean had been effectively soaked and winched into
place over an extended period.”
As everyone waved farewell, it was obvious
that the workshop had well and truly achieved
what it had set out to do: to give an ever increasing number of people an understanding of how
best to protect the culture within the Alps by doing
as little as possible but as much as necessary.
Like everything else when managing the Alps, it’s
all about a balance…
Just outside Canberra, London Bridge Homestead is the
perfect site to take a close look at a range of historic building methods, and enjoy a hands on session with a range
of tools from earlier times.

AFTER
THE
SILENCE

Ask Graham Box about dynamic, landforming events and he can give you a
powerful example from Snowy River
National Park in East Gippsland. It’s
a tale of flood and fire and of shared
skills and support. Above all, it’s a
story with Nature in recovery mode,
which Graham (without a trace of
hyperbole) describes as amazing.

Graham is a park planner with Parks Victoria in East Gippsland. For the past few years he’s been filling the role of recovery co-ordinator following the June 2012 floods. Staff from a range of agencies
came together, working to re-open the road and track network restoring safe access to priority visitor
sites. Initially it was a case of all hands on deck, but over the following months the action shifted and
consolidated into the hands of the Parks rangers as project managers, working with contractors to
repair damaged assets as part of the longer-term recovery phase. And it was just as this program was
nearing completion, with a few jobs still to be delivered, that the next land-altering event took place – the
January 2014 fires. “I’d been on four week’s leave and my first day back was the day after the ‘blow up’
day on February ninth. Ultimately, huge areas of state and national park were affected, and there were
significant impacts on adjoining private land.” When the damage was assessed post-fire, along with the
immediate impact on 175,000 hectares of once verdant landscape, the fire had destroyed many of the
man-made elements sitting within it: houses, fences, sheds, tracks, steps, signage, toilet blocks… it
was a long list.
“Raymond Creek Falls, north of Orbost, an important local visitor destination, was absolutely
incinerated. The walking track to the base of the falls has been substantially affected; the trees have been
cooked; Eucalypts which should have begun sprouting appeared to be dead. The first few trips out were
sobering: everything was so black and so silent. There were no birds, rustling of leaves in the wind,
no sound of water, nothing.”

A changing landscape: Raymond Creek Falls before the fires (left), silence a month after, and then flowing again in late August.

Once the fires had almost run their course the
gathered resources began dealing with the fallout. From a Parks Victoria perspective, rehabilitation began almost before the fires were out. With
a risk assessment in hand - produced as soon as
possible by the Bushfire Rapid Risk Assessment
Teams - effective decisions could be made about
what should be done, where and in what order.
“That gave us a heads up on where to focus our
efforts in the interim recovery stage, to put together a program to be managed within our agencies
with existing resources.” Aside from dealing with
the safety risk posed by the newly burnt landscape
(for example pushing over potentially lethal trees
alongside more than 500 kilometres of roadsides), Parks and Department of Environment and
Primary Industry (DEPI) staff have had to try and
protect an environment that is highly vulnerable to
erosion. “The heavy rains in March and April that
followed the fires have washed thick layers of ash,
silt and gravel onto the tracks and carved erosion
gullies. Culverts beneath roads have become
blocked and road surfaces washed away.”
The first emergency phase is now well past
as parks and DEPI staff move into longer-term
recovery. The on-going program is multi-faceted
with various projects focussed on the major identified risks including pest plants, aquatic fauna,
pest animals and recreation and tourism impacts.
There remains much work to do in rebuilding
visitor assets, controlling weeds in the all-too-accommodating post fire environment, and coming
to grips with effective ways to minimise impacts
of feral animals on significant but vulnerable flora
and fauna values. Clichéd it may sound, but there
have been some positive moments following
the fires. “A lot of new culturally rich areas were
revealed – some only metres off existing tracks –
with evidence of past Aboriginal occupation. We
are working closely with the Traditional Owners to
learn what we can from this.”
The recovery of a landscape.

a plan
with
power

In a few month’s time a document is
being released: a super-tool in the
hands of anyone whose job it is to
grab the resources necessary to care
for Australia’s endangered alpine
Sphagnum bogs and their associated
fens*.

On the surface, this Department of the Environment published recovery plan, is what you’d expect. It
meets the requirements of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act (EPBC Act).
More importantly, it fulfils its purpose - to provide actions or opportunities to best manage, study and
help this ecological community. And as a great bonus, most of these actions will also benefit all-of-alps
management. In other words, with this plan, anyone organising management or research in and around
the Sphagnum bogs and fens will have a guide at their fingertips as to how to leverage funding and
maximise the benefits of their on-ground work.
Even more importantly, once ‘made’ by the Federal Minister for the Environment, this national
recovery plan carries serious protective clout, hence its description earlier as a super-tool. Everyone
should keep one close by. We have Karen Watson, project officer with the Department (and convenor of
the Australian Alps Program’s Climate Change Reference Group) to thank for putting the plan together
with input from a range of parks agency experts who manage the ecological community in their patch.
*The endangered Alpine Sphagnum Bogs and Associated Fens ecological community holds both natural
and human-centric functional values. They have a major role in regulating water flow from the mountains
to much of south-eastern Australia’s population. It is an ecological community which is being significantly threatened by a combination of nasties, among them fire, weeds, hard-hoofed pest herbivores and
climate change. The recovery plan aims to promote informed, strategic management of the ecological
community.
The fens landscape and a detail of Sphagnum and Euphrasia.

DEER.
THE
FACTS

A current research project on introduced deer in the Australian Alps is
seeking to gather evidence about their
real impacts in this environment. It
wants to move beyond opinions that
deer either are or are not an enemy of
the environment. The person co-ordinating the study, Dr Andrew Claridge,
a Senior Research Scientist with NSW
National Parks and Wildlife Service,
describes the project’s intent, saying: “We are working to gather clear
evidence to inform decisions about
how deer should be managed. I’d like
to hope that the results will contribute
toward a common ground from where
we can better manage deer in the
landscape.”

The process adopted by the project is a neat example of making the most of existing resources. Good
use has been made of the expertise and observations of a small and carefully selected army of parks
agency staff. The existing body of Alps’ data has also been mined.
To begin with, close to forty staff across the Alps were asked to fill out a questionnaire. “We asked them
to tell us what they knew or perceived about deer in their patch. From their responses, we’ve confirmed
that deer are present across the Alps, with the Sambar and Fallow Deer being both widespread and
abundant. Two other species, Red Deer and Rusa Deer, were also confirmed in some Alps reserves, while
a third species, the Hog Deer, may be present in very limited areas.”
To support these deer sightings, indirect evidence of their presence exists in the form of browsing on vegetation, rubbing on trees, and their creation of new tracks, trails and wallows. Rangers also
communicated that they perceived deer were very likely to have negative impacts on threatened fauna,
flora and ecological communities. Concern also exists regarding the role deer may play in the dispersal
of weed plant species within these natural landscapes. In just about all cases though, the evidence to
support such perception is anecdotal.
The second part of the project concerns that pre-existing data mentioned earlier – putting other researcher’s work to good use. “We’re looking at records of threatened species – flora and fauna – as well
as endangered ecological communities. By collectively mapping these across the Alps we can identify
sensitive areas and entities perhaps more likely to be adversely affected by deer.” To put it simply, maps
showing these ecologically sensitive assets are combined with knowledge about where deer are likely to
occur to come up with a shortlist of priorities: places where follow-up observations can be carried out
and an assessment of potential deer impacts recorded properly.
These hot spots or target sites – for example Alpine bogs, soaks and fens, favoured by threatened
species such as the critically endangered Northern Corroboree Frog and a bunch of rare plants – have
become the focus of the next steps in the study. “We can’t be everywhere, but we can go into the field
to visit these hot spots, examine them and then document and report on the impacts of deer in priority
sites, if indeed those impacts exist.” As part of this step in the project, infrared cameras have been set
up to gauge how many deer are present to cause the damage being witnessed. The methodology used
in this project has been designed to be picked up by field staff and used to gather an informed view of
where deer occur, and how many there might be in the future.
The project is at the mid-way point and the current facts synthesised are: that deer are present
across all the conservation reserves in the Australian Alps; that this is known not only because the deer
themselves have been seen, but that they have left evidence of their presence in various forms. What
the project also shows is that there are many species of endangered plants and animals potentially at
risk from deer impacts, but the jury is so far out on whether such impacts are realised. Set against this
knowledge gap is the fact that population numbers and the distribution of deer is increasing dramatically
in some areas. The question is should we be concerned about this and why.
Information like this is designed to be fed back into the field where operations staff can make practical
decisions based upon it. For more details about the project, contact: Dr Andrew Claridge:
Andrew.Claridge@environment.nsw.gov.au

It’s all about looking for answers about the impact of deer like this Sambar, on the Alps.

A DAY
IN THE
LIFE OF

Sometimes your dream job turns out to
be even better than you’d expected…

Louisa Roberts grew up on a farm near Oberon, NSW. With a forester father and school teacher mother,
the family did a lot of walking and always seemed to be out riding horses or playing sport. Perhaps not
surprisingly, Louisa was keen to follow a career that featured being active and outdoors. Off she went to
Canberra to study, where she found a focus in geo-science research. Then came overseas travel before
taking up a new job working as an extension officer for the Department of Primary Industries in SW -VIC.
However a friend’s husband was talking about his fabulous job as a ranger with ACT Parks. “I began to
get a little jealous… he always seemed to be outside, hiking, finding rare species, be up in a helicopter.
So I applied, found myself successful and on the waiting list, and so I moved back to Canberra and to an
interim job before the call came only four months later – to be a ranger at Namadgi National Park.”
Of course it was much more than the allure of the occasional helicopter ride that had brought Louisa
to Namadgi. “I’d already discovered that even jobs that appeared to be mostly outdoors manage, in the
end, to have almost, if not more, time in the office.” The role of ranger does have its indoor moments
but there are many, many hours spent out in beautiful landscapes. But what does a ranger like Louisa do
when she’s out and about?
“There’s no such thing as a typical day. We’re responsible for so many different things and to be
adaptable to change with a moment’s notice is vital.” Technically the role of ranger covers a range of
management tasks: controlling weeds and introduced animals; looking after built structures and walking
tracks within the Park; conserving heritage sites, interacting with the public and keeping an eye on the
more fragile ecosystems such as the sphagnum bogs. And there’s more: rangers take part in search and
rescue missions and each summer stand ready for bushfire duty.
Louisa lives in Canberra with its restaurants, shopping, museums and sporting facilities yet a short drive
to work finds her at her office at the foot of Mount Tennant. “I live in the city and work in the wilderness.” First order of the day is to grab a coffee and gather with colleagues to discuss what’s happening.
“We’re a small team – it’s a bit like a family – and we look after each other. Namadgi at around 110,000
hectares, is a good sized park for the mix of subalpine herb fields, tall forests, montane woodlands and
open tussocky grasslands.” The landscape is diverse and inaccessible in places which means Louisa
does ride in a helicopter from time to time. “We map and control weeds from the air, transport materials
and equipment for track and hut maintenance, and get access in to remote country for pest control and
monitoring.”
There are days when Louisa may be up checking over the restoration work on the bogs, the origin
of Canberra’s water supply. Pummelled by bushfire, reduced snowfall and damage from feral animals,
the bogs are being brought back to functioning-good-health through various interventions, all of which
are being watched over by Namadgi staff and many others. The Park is also rich in history with evidence
of First People’s presence up to 18,000 years ago. “We work with the local First Peoples in the conservation of indigenous sites, one of which – a rock art site - is open to the public.” The maintenance of
other more recent cultural assets, including early settlers homesteads from the mid 1800s to remnants
of facilities from the space age and the moon landing, are a ranger’s responsibility. “We recently helped
conservationists to clean and protect the 1860s newspaper and beautiful art deco 1930s wallpaper which
was suffering from the elements.”
Visitor services are an important part of the job and rangers aim to help them make the most of their
experience while in the Park. “We’ll advise on track and weather conditions, give an idea of what they
need to do to be prepared, and let them know if there are any events or programs going on that might
interest them.” There’s also an element of protecting the Park and keeping the peace that sits within

the ranger’s role. Luckily the number of people who disregard signs or other visitor’s comfort is being
reduced by education programs designed to build everyone’s appreciation of National Parks.
After the teams morning coffee discussions and she’s checked her emails, “I jump into my ute and head
out into my area which is roughly 20,000 hectares. We stick to the same area for a while as it takes a
couple of seasons to learn the life cycle of your area and work closely with field officers to get jobs done.
But we do swap so that I’ve now worked in all but one area of the Park.”
Getting around varies from just the ute and helicopter. Rough terrain vehicles help ferry people and
materials along tracks, get through to places when it’s wet and boggy and support search and rescue
efforts. A boat is necessary to work around Corin Dam and there are many opportunities where walking
in to where you need to go is the best and only option.
The training is necessarily broad. Among the many courses, Louisa has done training in remote first
aid, All Terrain Vehicles, chainsaws, 4WD, fire fighting, snake handling, helicopter winching, and alpine
ecology. Now in her seventh year at Namadgi Louisa reflects, “In the first year I probably didn’t really
know what I was getting in for and couldn’t believe some of the variety and scope of the roles we were
required to do it was all about looking after native flora and fauna. Now I understand so much more. I
still think I’m so lucky to have as much field work and so much variety within the job – you are never
bored. I work with some fantastic people and I still have the excitement I first felt in the job.”
It’s all part of Louisa’s
job: removing shade
cloth from the bogs
at Rotten Swamp,
(left) and one of the
fun creek crossings
(above) made in the
all terrain vehicle while
controlling blackberry near Rendezvous
Creek.

the hut code

WHY WE CALL THEM RANGERS…*
Early rangers (we’re going back to the 11th
century) were paid by the English and
French kings to stop people taking animals
and anything else of value from their
royal forests. By the 19th century the term
had jumped to the United States where
early national parks were being formed and
people hired to protect them. Though these
men were known collectively as rangers,
they often had other titles: like Galen Clark,
Guardian of Yosemite (1864) and Harry
Yount, Yellowstone’s first ranger (1880) who
was known as the Gamekeeper. The term has
slowly spread from park to park and with it,
the role has expanded from being purely one
of protective enforcement to one of complex
landscape management and environmental
education. In 1992 the International Ranger
Federation was formed with a current membership of 46 nations, Australia among them.
* Taken from an article by retired Peak District National
Park warden, Gordon Miller who is very active in
international ranger networks.

To many people – visitors and parks staff alike the huts which are dotted around the Australian
Alps are like the chocolate chips in a biscuit, the
bits that add a special dimension. These huts were
built at various times for a variety of purposes and
they help us interpret previous lives lived in these
landscapes. And unlike other cultural artefacts that
are often tucked away safely in museums, these
huts are very exposed. It’s the responsibility of
parks staff and volunteer groups to maintain them
appropriately, and educating visitors about what
they can do to help is part of that process.
The latest project – a hut code – has been put
together by the members of the Alps Program’s
Cultural Heritage Reference Group*. Nearly complete, a copy of the code will be rolled out across
the Alps to sit in each of the 200 or so huts. The
code’s job is to help equip people to do the right
thing: to help protect each hut for future visits.
Interestingly, the damage that huts sustain is
rarely wilful but accidental - even well meaning.
Visitors might leave a cache of food thinking
a future visitor might need it, not realising that
food encourages infestation of various animals
that have a negative impact on the huts structure.
Good fire habits are spelled out in the code along
with obvious toileting etiquette. The function of
the visitor book is also explained, as many people
wouldn’t be aware of their value in a search and
rescue operation.
For more information on the new hut code,
contact Megan.bowden@environment.nsw.gov.au
*Reference Group members form an Alpswide co-operative management task force with
representatives at state and federal levels: Meagan
Bowden, Adrian Brown, Oly Clark, Tim Savage,
Jenny Dunn, Paul House, Rebecca Phillips,
Louisa Roberts and Chris Smith.

2 weeks.
24/7.

Jeremy Tscharke (Parks Victoria)
and an awe inspiring Bogong Moth
colony discovered between the
boulders at Rams Horn.

Most ecological research in the Alps
involves one or two specialists in the
field for short bursts of time carrying out solo projects. But imagine if
you could gather together 100 or so
scientific experts, many of them world
leaders in their fields, and get them to
come along on an all-for-one and onefor-all scientific survey. Just think what
they could achieve, especially if they
were given two full weeks to do it in.

Think of the moments of sharing that would be possible, not only of findings and observations but
practical tips. Imagine it did exist and was called Bioscan. Bioscan is great news, but it may never
have come to be were it not for the fact that Museum Victoria’s Mark Norman and Park Victoria’s Roger
Fenwick share a profound respect and value for our natural landscapes, and possess communication
and logistical abilities to enable the stories to be shared with wider audiences. Together they cooked up
the Bioscan operating model.
To mount each Bioscan project, the Museum supplies the scientists and Parks Victoria provide the
staff, primed with local logistical knowledge and expertise. The bioscans have also directly involved
incredible support and contributions from volunteer groups such as 4 wheel drive Victoria, Field Naturalists Club of Victoria and the Entomological Society of Victoria - collaborations which will continue
into the future. There have been five Bioscans to date. Wilson’s Promontory was given the treatment
first (2011). One year later both the Bunurong Marine National Park near Inverloch and the Grampians
were scanned. In 2013 it was the turn of the Twelve Apostles followed by the most recent – the Eastern
Alps section of the Alpine National Park. The location may differ in each, but the agenda is the same:
scientists, parks staff and volunteers work to gather observations, images, information and samples from
the full spectrum of wildlife in these places.
In the field, the process pulls everyone in. Says Mark, “In the Alps, the appetite for more was
surprising – people would have been out all day with their team and then they’d see that another team
was about to head out after dark after bats, and off they’d go again.” Roger points out that Bioscan is, “a
chance to celebrate what is there, that it’s not always about the threats to these landscapes. It’s something
we can share immediately, taking our images directly to the local communities while we were working on
the project.” Mark agrees. “We held a Science in the Pub one night and the locals at the bar didn’t look
up initially, but it wasn’t long before they were engrossed in the images and stories of what we’d found.”
The partnership between the two institutions feeds each of their agendas. In the case of the
Museum, it has a statutory role to record and represent the natural history of Victoria. To put it in other
words, Bioscan captures what is there in a moment in time, and then preserves and presents it in a way
that is engaging and useful, now and into the future. From the perspective of Parks Victoria, it’s always
about building people’s connections with these landscapes, whether that be by taking part in the surveys
or being exposed to the information that’s gathered and shared. Healthy Parks and Healthy People is a
Parks’ strategic intent and Bioscan is one way to achieve this.

Jeremy Tscharke’s special
interest in reptiles and
amphibians lead to his
appointment as the Parks
Victoria leader of the reptile
team. (Below) Massed
Bogong Moth close up.

A hundred people
relied on the
support of 4WD
Victoria to make this
Bioscan possible;
here is just a section
of the scientists,
specialists, parks
staff and volunteers
who passed through
camp over the two
weeks.

THE LOGISTICS
The Bioscan model is brilliant on two levels. From a logistics and support viewpoint, the duo have
crafted a great framework to manage a complex process involving many people often for up to two
weeks, in challenging locations. As for the overall rationale, this type of information is priceless: whether
you have a casual interest or are a specialist researcher.
To appreciate what’s involved, imagine inviting up to 100 people – a mix of scientists, Parks Victoria
staff, support volunteers and other specialists – into the Australian Alps where you promise to feed them
and provide showers and toilets. You also give them a local guide and safety officer (courtesy of Parks
Victoria) as well as transport to and from the particular patch of the Alps they’ve planned to examine (this
thanks to the fantastic support of 4WD Victoria who are in effect, the third partner in the mix). You also
set up photographic space – a necessity given the number of specialist photographers in the mix – and
you make sure everything runs smoothly for a fortnight, 24 hours a day, from a dedicated, on-site operations room. Clearly the effort brings reward.

BIOSCAN TEAM MEMBER - SNAPSHOT
Jeremy Tscharke is a Parks Victoria Ranger whose
local patch – Bairnsdale – sits at the foot of the
Australian Alps. A generalist in fauna, Jeremy’s
interest and background is in reptiles and amphibians. He’s also a photographer on the side so it’s
no surprise that his expression of interest to join
the Alps Bioscan was successful. No shock either
that he was assigned as the Parks Victoria leader
for the reptile team. On the road by eight each
morning (no rush as reptiles are cold blooded and
slow to start), the five or so member team was ferried out to their pre-determined location by a 4WD
Victoria driver. Jeremy would run through the
safety briefing before the group was filled in on
what they were out there to look for. In pairs they’d
then move out searching in likely places where a
reptile might hide.
“On one day up in the Rams Horn, we were
working around some large boulders the size of
two to three storey houses, and I spotted a gap.
Squeezing in to get a better look I found a Bogong
Moth colony – hundreds and hundreds of them
hanging shoulder to shoulder against the rock,
completely lining the walls. It looked like a reptilian skin stretched across the rocks.”
This personal experience was recorded and
is now able to be shared, not only through images
but also through museum interpretive materials
which tell the story of Traditional Owners and the
seasonal cycles which involved gathering and
feasting on the moths.

mulch
as you
go
track

Who’d think that a 23.4 kilometre
section of newly created track would
be such a chunky case study on every
level? This new track has been all
about creating something for walkers and riders alike - and designing
it with minimum negative impact and
maximum ease of maintenance always
in mind. Fluer Urquhart, a Ranger in
the southern section of Kosciuszko
National Park explains how this was
done and why…

There’s nothing like cutting the ribbon after all the hard work’s done: local supporters Terry Snow and Peter Cochran, MP John Barilaro,
Mick Pettitt (NSW Parks) and MP Greg Aplin together mark the opening of the new Boardman’s Run section of the Bicentennial National Trail.

The project Fluer and a team of NSW parks staff and specialist contractors completed in May forms a
new section of the Bicentennial National Trail. The overall Trail itself opened in 1988 – a recreational
route more than 5,000 kilometres long that give walkers, horse and mountain bike riders an opportunity
to trek Australia, almost from top to bottom, from Cooktown to Healesville.
This new section of the Trail, which is in fact a re-alignment, runs between camp grounds at Tom Groggin
and Geehi and it’s been named The Boardman’s Run, recognising the local cultural links with the Boardman family of Khancoban. “Before the re-alignment no-one in their right mind would walk along this
section because they were forced along the road. Given the traffic, and the speed limit, it was unsafe.”
The need for a better route away from the bitumen was longstanding, and with the catalyst of a
donation from Terry Snow (Canberra businessman and horse riding enthusiast), the remaining funds
were allocated and the project was underway.
Which isn’t to say a line was swiftly stamped across the landscape and then made into reality. No.
Instead, a serious amount of consultation took place. “We spoke with the people who were going to use
the track. We talked to staff who would be heading out on a regular basis to maintain it. We wanted to
know what everyone wanted and how best it could be maintained, with the least impact possible. It was
then about getting it out into the landscape and implementing it. I have to say it is the biggest project
with which I’ve been involved and I feel privileged.”
Of course the project was ensured success simply because people would soon be offered the option of moving through tranquil pristine bush rather than the stress of a roadside stretch. But finding a
minimum impact, maintainable route through that particular stretch of bush wasn’t easy.
“It took two of us eight absolutely fantastic days to flag it out in the summer of 2012. You don’t appreciate the landscape until you are out there trying to work out solutions. There were so many creek
crossings and we had to find a route where we could avoid bridges because many horses are scared of
them. We were also keen to avoid culverts because the rainfall events in that area tend to be hard and fast
so they quickly fill with material and are often washed away.”
So for the track-users’ sakes and for long-term maintenance, a great deal of thought went into establishing the final route. The construction phase followed, making use of two local contractors experienced
in creating low environmental impact tracks, both in terms of construction and ongoing maintenance.
“We decided to make the track wide – 1.5 with a .4 vegetation corridor on each side – so an all-terrain
maintenance vehicle could easily move along it. We also had end-users in mind knowing this width
would be used by horse and mountain bike riders to pass each other”. During construction the contractor’s all-terrain vehicle meandered through the bush, working its way around significant trees and
mulching the material being cleared to pave the surface of the new track on the spot. Creek crossings
were hardened with crushed rock. “Time will tell how the route and these measures hold up after rain,
but the cost will be less than replacing bridges – which we can’t afford.”
Given the track’s mixed-use, it’s not surprising the project also looked closely at the camp grounds
at either end of the section. To cater for the needs of campers with horses, two new horse camps have
been added alongside the existing camp grounds, with thoughtful design features designed to minimize
the negative impact horses can have. Hitching rails help prevent damage to trees, from compaction
under hooves and stripped bark. Tank water protects the nearby natural waterways. “We set our horse
camps into beautiful positions, with views of the Main Range as a backdrop.” Open year round, the track
is already achieving what it set out to do, “Our aim was to open up a pristine area that people had not
had access to before now.”

THE
GREEN
BOOK
Who better than someone who’s
tackled one of the toughest rehabilitation gigs around – the former Snowy
Scheme sites – to write a guide on the
subject?

That’s exactly the scenario behind the newly launched Green Book Rehabilitation Guide, written by Liz
MacPhee with support from a team* loaded with the right expertise. It’s specifically about the Australian
Alps’ alpine environments, and the result is something worth having in our pockets as we head out into
the landscape to carry out some project – big or small.
The Green Book is not a definitive how-to, step-by-step instruction manual. (Spoiler alert: it does
not contain a generic solution to be applied to every situation, because that would be impossible even
if it is a tidy concept.) Instead it’s about helping us to work with Nature to produce great results.
We still have to think and plan, but with the guide in one hand, it helps us work out what we should be
thinking about.
“We’re trying to help people read each landscape they’re working with at the time. Resources are usually
limited, but there are effective ways to work within them. It’s about conserving carbon on site – the
plants, sediment, seed. It’s about creating stable landscapes, about water infiltration and nutrient cycles.”
Funding for the Book sprang from the Australian Alps Program (the same body that publishes this
magazine). The Program also funded the Green Book’s how-to-use-it road show. Liz, Gabrielle Wilks and
Robyn Harris travelled from Tharwa in the ACT to Falls Creek in Victoria to host seven sessions where
a cross section of Alps people were shown how to make the most of their copies. Another road show
will spread the resources further: to the road and power agencies as well as the alpine resorts. “We often
don’t see, respect or value the ecosystems we’re imposing ourselves upon. We need to change that and
this Book will help.” For anyone without a copy, contact Liz McPhee at the NPWS Tumut office, or the
Alps Program Manager for your hard copy.
* Gabriel Wilks and Mel Schroder with their on-ground experience and Graham Enders and Elaine Thomas who are across water
and catchments.

Gabby Wilks (editorial support), Liz MacPhee (author) and Deb Cross (Parks Victoria ranger),
clearly think the Green Book is a brilliant resource.

Tumut Field Staff and Rangers from the northern part of Kosciuszko National Park pick up what it’s all about.

STUDIO
IN THE
PARK

Over ten years ago, a devastating fire
storm swept across the mountains
of Namadgi National Park and into
the nation’s capital, destroying many
homes and losing four lives – an event
with profound effects on the landscape
and everything in and around it.

One of the responses that followed, took the form of something out-of-the-ordinary in terms of typical
park management. Brett McNamara, Regional Manager, ACT Parks & Conservation Service explains.
“Soon after the fires, we were approached by Craft ACT. The practitioners wanted to be involved in the
rehabilitation process.” What’s interesting is that instead of supporting hands-on activities post fire, the
discussion between ACT Parks and Craft ACT centred instead on how Craft ACT could help the general
community develop a perspective of what had just taken place.
An artist-in-residence program quickly became the focus. The Gudgenby Ready-Cut Cottage in
Namadgi National Park was opened up for community use and as part of that - it was made available as
a residence for artists nominated by Craft ACT. “We’ve had well over a dozen take part in the program
since its inception, and the response has been incredible. The momentum has grown now so that we’ve
had many artists – local and international – apply to take part.” The role of ACT Parks is to set the
context for the artist’s experience. “A relationship is built between the artist and the rangers as the land
custodians. We support the artist in their effort to interpret the intrinsic natural and cultural heritage
values of this ancient landscape – all through the medium of contemporary art and craft.”
The artist is immersed in the landscape at Gudgenby which lies in the heart of Namadgi National
Park; they then return to their own studio to produce work which will form an exhibition in Canberra
at Craft ACT’s gallery in the months that follow. “We’ve been very fortunate to have our national parks
interpreted by a series of very talented and gifted artists, and through them communicate the value of
these landscapes to a much broader audience - audiences park agencies don’t traditionally communicate
with.” “Through this perspective we have invited the broader community to consider the enduring values
of our natural landscape; a landscape which surrounds us, revitalizes us and shapes our existence at
every level.”
The most recent exhibition held in May showcased the work of Michael Brennand-Wood (internationally renowned UK textile artist, curator and lecturer) and Ceretha Skinner (contemporary textile
designer and Gumbayngirr woman) following their respective times as artists-in-residence.
For more information on this rather intriguing and exciting project, contact Brett McNamara:
Brett.Mcnamara@act.gov.au or visit Craft ACT at http://www.craftact.org.au/projects/artistinresidence/
Top: Michael Brennand-Wood, Namadgi Nation - Expecting To Fly, 2014 photo collage, acrylic on canvas;
the show following the Artists in residency.

THE
HOMESTEAD
CAME
TO LIFE

National Parks are valued for more
than their natural landscapes. Now
- and in the past - as people have
walked, ridden, worked and lived, they
have formed special connections with
places within our parks.

Leonie Creamer on the court, and the band that later had everyone dancing under the stars.

Which is why parks managers take the time to understand and appreciate the cultural values tucked away
within their patch. It’s also the reason why they support people’s need to return to these special places,
to help refresh the cultural heritage within the Alps. And if you’d been a fly on the wall during the recent
gathering at the historic Currango Homestead, you’d have been able to see this in action…
Back to Currango Day is all about encouraging anyone who has a connection to the historic grazing
homestead, to come back for a fun-filled day & night together with other like-minded people.
More than fifty came along, travelling in from the coast, Canberra, Temora, Cooma and the Tumut
area. Children (and the adults – who wouldn’t be left out) raced against each other in egg-‘n-spoon,
sack, gumboot throwing and three-legged races. They played lawn tennis (the grand final was between
84-year-old Leone Creamer and Peter Rayner vs Michelle Gibbs and Louise Blampied with the latter
winning after a close match); and a band played live on the veranda. As the sun set everyone jumped up
to dance the Virginia Reel and Strip the Willow before tucking into a shared supper. At the end of the day,
the homestead had been brought back to life.
For information about the next Back to Currango day, or if you have your own memories or photos of the
homestead and surrounds which you’d like to share, contact Megan Bowden at the Tumut Office on 02
6947 7016, or via email: Megan.Bowden@environment.nsw.gov.au

FUNGUS
FREE
FROG
POOLS

Four years ago, in this publication, Dr
David Hunter* described the iconic
corroboree frog’s situation in very
clear terms. “There are now only 38
southern males remaining in the wild,
and without intervention this species
will be extinct within the next five
years.” This story is about the success
that has followed that intervention…

To understand the approach which has been
taken, it’s worth first noting the main factor that is
pummelling both the southern and the northern
corroboree frogs (Pseudophryne corroborree and
P. pengilley). The villain is the chytrid fungus
(Batrachochytrium dendrobatridis), “an introduced
pathogen, which travels mainly in water and on
resistant species of frogs. We’re not sure where
this pathogen came from, but it is responsible for
the decline and extinction of many hundreds of
frog species globally.”
However David is quick to point out that there
are also many frog species that were susceptible
to this pathogen, but after an initial decline in
numbers, are now showing signs of recovery. And
it’s this pattern that has helped frame the intervention – give the corroboree frogs time, and it may
also show signs of recovery. Or we may learn how
to help corroboree frogs from the frogs that have
recovered.
Thanks to a collaboration between the NSW Office
of Environment and Heritage, Taronga Zoo, the
Amphibian Research Centre, Melbourne Zoo and
Healesville Sanctuary, it’s now possible to reliably
breed and maintain the Southern Corroboree Frog
in captivity – an essential step in securing the fate
of these species and providing time to recover
them in the wild.
But the big move was taken last April, when
Southern Corroboree Frog eggs and adult frogs
were released into the first-ever quarantined field
enclosure of its kind in Kosciuszko National Park.
One year on, a second remote enclosure was
populated. “We are still assessing the effectiveness of this new approach, but we are very happy
with the initial results. The juvenile and adult frogs
from the first enclosure are in good condition,
and there has been successful breeding with the
production of viable eggs.”
*NSW Office of Environment and Heritage threatened
species officer

program
update

The Alps Program rolls into 20142015 with a balanced array of projects,
75% of the projects driven by the
Reference Groups.
AALC met in June to review the submitted project
briefs and then finalised the 2014-15 projects
in July. Allocations this year are evenly spread
across science, visitor service and cultural heritage projects. The allocations to agreed projects
are assessed against the Strategic Plan Priority
Issues (as set by the Heads of Agency) and must
align to the relevant Key Result Area - Objectives
and Outcomes. Program management activities
and certain fixed annual costs e.g. newsletter/
magazine, remain important to the overall delivery
of the program.
A number of the projects are in their second or
third year. The ‘Feral deer impacts on ecological and social values in the Australian Alps’ has
gained some good data and has had valued input
from staff across the jurisdictions. Likewise the
‘Alignment of assessment protocols for alpine
bogs and fens’ driven by the University of Tasmania has had a good connect with Alps agency staff.
It will have a number of report back sessions in
October.
The Rehabilitation Field Guide workshops (the
Green Book) were so successful that it will again
be delivered this year but reaching for the stakeholder audience – staff from ski resorts; hydro
companies, road and catchment management
authorities etc.
Earlier this year the 5 yearly survey of feral horses
in the Alps was conducted. This time around
it was very extensive and came up with some
interesting results which will assist in driving the
agencies respective horse management plans.

Thankyou to all staff involved in delivery of this
challenging, complex activity and particularly so
to agency staff from outside the Alps regions.
A number of Visitor Service and Stakeholder communication projects remain ongoing. Funding for
these actions is likely to vary from year to year. As
funds allow visitors and staff will see further iPad
information kiosks at key Visitor Centres allowing
immediate access to the on-line Alps Touring
Guide. The impressive Australian Alps Information
Panels, two already installed at Mount Buffalo will
continue to appear at key visitor nodes throughout
the region. Black Mountain Tower Canberra will
see the next installation.
The current Strategic Plan 2012-2015 concludes
at the end of this financial year. Therefore the focus topic for this (financial) years Alps Operation
Group gathering will be to workshop Priorities,
Objectives and Outcomes for the 2015-2018
period.
Thanks to departing Reference Group members
Chris Hicks, James Tresize, Jenny Lawrence, and
Karen Watson (convenor Climate Change) and Tamara Boyd (Co-convenor Water and Catchments).
Best of luck with your new endeavours.
Welcome to new Reference Group members,
particularly from the Commonwealth Department
of the Environment – Rosemary Hollow, Alison
McLoughlin, Felix Bowman-Derrick, Lisa Testoni,
Evelyn Chia, Tim Savage, Jeremy Groves, Zarni
Bear, and Clare D’Arcy.

diary
October
14 Report back on protocols for
assessing alpine bog types
14 – 16 Field Operations workshop
‘H2O – what’s the Go?’ Tidbinbilla
Natural Resource Management RG
meeting
Climate Change RG meeting
AALC meeting
November
12 – 19 World Parks Congress,
Sydney
20 - 23 WPC Field trip. Canberra/
Alps
20 - 21Australian Alps Walking
Track Workshop, ACT
December
Commencement of feral horse field
assessment tool project
February
Launch of the ‘Australian Alps
national parks’ textbook
March
19 – 20 Frontline Forum, ACT
16 AALC and Heads of Agency
meeting
April
Alps Operations Group – 20152018 Strategic Plan workshop
Field Site Rehabilitation workshops
– Round 2

getting
a clear
spatial
picture
What’s turned the high beams on this same scientific team since then, is what they’ve just laid out in
front of Alps land managers and field staff. No, not a species-centric study with recommendations.
Instead, they’ve produced a body of work crowned by a couple of tools everyone wants to get a grip on now. Be warned, the concept is tricky to grasp at first, but the reaction that follows has been: Don’t leave
before you’ve trained us how to use this.
Sitting behind the tools is a back story worth noting. The scientists in the bus hail from the Landscapes and Policy Hub, part of the National Environmental Research Program whose aim is to develop
ways to take stock of biodiversity – the things that live there, the processes that support them and
those things that threaten them. This particular Hub (one of five dotted around the country) is tackling
the question, What would a whole of landscape approach to biodiversity conservation look like? The
Australian Alps (a publicly owned mountain range) and the Tasmanian Midlands (a privately owned valley) were studied over the past three years, and the bits that emerged with ‘legs’ from the study of these
disparate settings, are considered to be biodiversity-boosting gold.
April was the month those involved in the Australian Alps study gathered in Bright to share this
treasure. Hub scientists and Alps people reviewed specific and familiar topics within the case study area:
bogs, grazing & fire, tourism & climate change, species movement & climate change, invasive species.
Individual tools relating to these were presented – each with value in its own area – but the stand-out
moment came when two particular tools were presented. The first takes the form of an existing piece of
software loaded with Alps-specific data to produce a combo that is priceless. For anyone responsible for
making decisions, this tool – an Alps specific version of MCASS* – shows them how to intervene, and
where, to achieve the result they’re after, with the limited resources they have to hand. The other tool is
a model called SPADE (Spatial Population Abundance Dynamics Engine) that predicts where invasive
species will spread, how fast and how effective different management strategies are likely to be.
To appreciate that this is extraordinary, it helps to have someone explain how it works. Suffice to
say, before the scientific team were able to leave Bright, Parks Victoria organised for a staff member
to download the software and be trained in its use. The same process is taking place with the other
agencies, and given that the Hub teams’ ultimate brief is to make contributions to support biodiversity
Australia-wide, this and other related resources are available to everyone. For more information contact
Ted Lefroy: Ted.Lefroy@utas.edu.au
*The Multi-Criteria Analysis Shell for Spatial Decision Support

In the Alps, land managers and scientists have had a history of working
together long before their joint goal
– conservation of biodiversity – had
become a household word. Which is
why no eye-brows were raised when a
bus-load of scientists, from a range of
different fields, toured the Australian
Alps back in November 2011.

Jida Gulpilil doing a smoking
ceremony as part of his
welcome to country.

NETWORKING FOR BIODIVERSITY – A SNAPSHOT
There was a sense of expectancy at the latest scenario planning workshop, organised by the
Landscape and Policy Hub and held at Bright in April. And this was not surprising given many
of the same faces were in the room only twelve months before, and were keen to see if the
workshop would provide answers to the big picture question of how to improve overall governance and decision-making arrangements in support of biodiversity conservation.
Those gathered included managers and on-the-ground staff from all four parks agencies
involved with the Australian Alps, as well as representatives from local governments, alpine
resorts, the NSW and Victorian National Parks Associations, the Alps’ Traditional Owners as
well as a range of scientists and ecologists. Everyone was there for the same reason: to find
out how the scenario planning had progressed since the workshop last year, and whether the
researchers could offer suggestions for improved governance arrangements for the Alps.
As scientist and Hub member Michael Mitchell explains. “We’re exploring the ways decisions are made – who decides, how, in whose interests, and for what purpose.” At this second
workshop, two governance options were offered for discussion - the product of extensive
discussion with parks managers and stakeholders during the previous year. Both options were
inspired by the Australian Alps Program where co-operative management is already in place.
Both aim to build on these strengths by pursuing a one-park-one-plan approach. Option one
would significantly enhance the existing informal set of partnerships, whose cooperation would
be focused around the one-park-one-plan approach. The second option took that a step further
by formalising the inter-governmental network as an authority established through legislation.
The workshop involved testing the two options against the set of four plausible 2030
scenarios created at the first workshop, which ranged from worst case to best. Both options
were seen as making a positive difference, though there was a surprising concern that the more
informal network approach to governance would be weaker. Several commented on the great
value of being able to take time out and think more deeply about pathways towards a better
future. By the year’s end the research team will have produced a set of tools and techniques
that together form a workable approach. This ‘kit’ will not only be useful to those managing the
Alps’ landscapes for biodiversity, but for managers of landscapes anywhere.

we’ve
gone
paperless

The issue of maintaining and improving communication with the wider Alps communities
is a constant challenge. News from the Alps
will remain as a bumper annual magazine, not
just a newsletter any more. Over the past two
decades it has grown from a basic newsletter
to the glossy magazine that we have perused
for the last few years.. Welcome now to its new
on-line form. And to enhance a more regular
communication with you all, a new internal staff
‘e-blast’ will allow us to provide a short snappy
information update to staff on a regular six week
basis. Keep an eye out for the first edition.

let’s
welcome
Nicole
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If you’ve met any of the Australian Alps Program
Managers (there’s been a fresh face every three
years), there’s a good chance you’ve picked
up what a varied and nomadic role it is. These
managers must cover the Alps literally, to encourage and support their co-operative management.
Which is why a wing-‘man’ is so important.
Current Program Manager Andrew Nixon has just
been given his support person - Nicole Stocks.
Nicole is a Parks Victoria veteran (well, she did
join the organisation via Melbourne Water). Her
formal qualifications are in marketing and her
career to date has spanned the usual breadth
of Parks Vic roles, centering on visitor services
and fire operations support - from organising
the catering for fire crews (chocolate bars are a
perennial favourite), to stakeholder management
or events and signage. Clearly Nicole has everything necessary to boost the program while it’s in
Andrew’s care. Her details are:
Nicole Stocks
Australian Alps national parks
Program Support Officer
Fridays - 9760 1520 Mobile: 0437 286 172
Nicole.Stocks@parks.vic.gov.au

